This vinyl is great for...

- Indoor banners
- High volume runs

10 OZ FRONTLIT VINYL

This all-purpose vinyl is a popular and economical choice for single-sided indoor banners. Great for screen or digital printing.
13 OZ FRONTLIT VINYL
This all-purpose vinyl is a popular and cost effective option for single-sided indoor banners or short term outdoor use. Great for screen or digital printing and serves a versatile range of applications.

This vinyl is great for...
✓ Banners under 10' wide
✓ Large volume orders
✓ Single-sided banners
This vinyl is great for...
- Large banners
- Single-sided banners
- Building wraps

15 OZ FRONTLIT VINYL
This digitally-printed material is the optimal choice for single-sided banners and a popular alternative to AdMesh™ for building banners and large scale projects.
12 OZ DOUBLE-SIDED BLOCKOUT VINYL
This all-purpose vinyl is a popular and economical choice for single or double-sided banners. Great for screen or digital printing.

- High volume runs
- Up to 10' wide banners

This vinyl is great for...
This vinyl is great for...

- Indoor banners
- Trade show exhibits
- Banners under 10'

13 OZ DOUBLE-SIDED BLOCKOUT VINYL
This versatile option is smooth and opaque. A popular choice for banners under 10ft wide. The upscale satin finish looks fantastic. Use indoors or out, single or double-sided. Perfect for screen or digital printing.
This vinyl is great for...

- Outdoor prints requiring extra durability
- Single or double-sided banners
- Opaque banners with a matte finish

18 OZ DOUBLE-SIDED BLOCKOUT VINYL

This durable and affordable vinyl is great for digital or screen printing and ideal for indoor and outdoor applications.
22 OZ DOUBLE-SIDED BLOCKOUT VINYL
This is our most durable material. Perfect for digital or screen printing and ideal for indoor or outdoor use. Printable on both sides.

This vinyl is great for...
- Double-sided light pole banners
- Outdoor banners
- Large double-sided banners
15 OZ BACKLIT VINYL

Backlit Banners are a great way to showcase your graphics. The translucent material allows light to pass through from the backside of your banner, making your graphics come to life.

This vinyl is great for...

- Backlit Displays
- Frame Systems
- Single-Sided Applications
30% ADMESH™

This lightweight, durable mesh vinyl is digitally printed and ideal for large scale projects. It’s install-friendly, and cost-effective for shipping.

This vinyl is great for...
- Large banners & backdrops
- Large building banners
- Fencing
This vinyl is great for...

- Banners in windy areas
- Large barriers and backdrops
- Double-sided banners

30% DOUBLE-SIDED ADMESH™
Digitally printed and great for indoor or outdoor use. It is a cost effective double-sided option if a perforated/blow-through material is desired.
This vinyl is great for...

- Speaker covers
- Banners in windy areas
- Huge banners/Building wraps

70% ADMESH™

Digitally printed and great for indoor or outdoor use. Most often used outdoor, and when wind blow-through is of utmost importance.
This fabric is great for...

- Backlit stage backdrops
- Backlit LED displays
- Backlit fluorescent displays

**BACKLIT KNIT**

Our direct-to-fabric dye sublimated backlit material is primarily used with framed LED backlit display systems. This lightweight fabric makes colors look incredibly vibrant when illuminated.
This fabric is great for...

- Display frames
- Stage backdrops

**BLOCKOUT KNIT**

Our direct-to-fabric dye sublimated Blockout Knit material is used for fabric applications that require an opaque banner to address lighting issues.
DISPLAY KNIT

A reliable all-purpose fabric for a wide range of applications. Display knit offers vibrant print quality and a high-end matte finish. Our most popular fabric.

This fabric is great for...
- Single-sided, indoor applications
- Trade show displays & table covers
- Backdrops
This fabric is great for...

- Outdoor flags
- Outdoor banners
- Backdrops

**FLAG KNIT**

Our direct-to-fabric dye sublimated flag material is a great option for indoor or outdoor use. This lightweight, sheer polyester is versatile, and displays a reverse image on the backside.
This fabric is great for...

- SEG applications where more stretch is desired
- Tension displays for trade shows/retail applications
- Pillowcase frame covers

POWERSTRETCH

A premium fabric that stretches and conforms to shape while retaining a vibrant print quality. Matte finish with no glare. Wrinkle resistant and versatile!
This fabric is great for...

- Table throws
- Trade show displays
- Backdrops and banners

**SOFT KNIT**

An affordable medium weight fabric option that is smooth and flexible with a satin finish. Incredibly wrinkle resistant and soft to the touch.
This decal is great for...

- Indoor use or short term outdoor
- Tradeshows (carpet and wall graphics)
- Retail POP (Floor and Wall)

**WALK & WALL**

This material is non-slip, textured and ideal for walls, floors, and more. It’s easy to install, removes in one piece with no residue, repositionable, dimensionally stable, and durable.
Magic Stick is a removable, all-purpose, single-sided decal. Lightweight and repositionable, it’s an economical choice for decals and doesn’t require an overlamine.

This decal is great for...
- Smooth Surfaces
- Interior Wallscape
- Interior Glass
**BUSMARK**

Busmark is a removable, all-purpose, single-sided decal. Lightweight and opaque, but not a true block-out, it's an economical choice for decals.

---

This decal is great for...

- Interior Wallscapes
- Interior Decals
- Short Term Vehicle Wraps
VIEW THRU 60/40

This easy-to-install material allows people to see out of a window when the decal is applied. It can be digital or screen printed, with medium tack adhesive.

This decal is great for...
- Window Graphics (Vehicles)
- Window Graphics (Buildings)
- Indoor or Outdoor use
This rigid is great for...

- Indoor or outdoor signs
- In-store signage
- Retail POP displays

STYRENE .020

This versatile rigid material can be digital or screen printed, and is an ideal choice for many types of signage. Also available in blockout.
This rigid is great for...

- Yard Signs
- Outdoor Signs
- Store Displays

**COROPLAST 4MM**

This economical, corrugated plastic is incredibly versatile. It can be digital or screen printed, single or double-sided, and used indoor or outdoor.